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Abstract

For a large circuit under test (CUT), it is likely that some
test patterns result in excessive power dissipations that ex-
ceed the CUT’s power rating. Designers may resort to low-
power automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) tools to
solve this problem, which, however, usually leads to larger
test data volume and requires extra computational effort,
even if such tools are available. Another method is to par-
tition the circuit into multiple subcircuits and test them sep-
arately. Unfortunately, this usually involves rerunning the
time-consuming ATPG for each partitioned subcircuit and
solving the problem of how to achieve an acceptable fault
coverage for the glue logic between subcircuits. In this pa-
per, we propose a novel low-power virtual test partitioning
technique without the above-mentioned shortcomings. The
basic idea is to partition the circuit in such way that the
faults in the glue logic between subcircuits can be detected
by patterns with low power dissipation that are applied at
the entire circuit level, while the patterns with high power
dissipation can be applied within a partitioned subcircuit
without loss of fault coverage. Scan chain routing cost has
also been considered during the partitioning process. Ex-
perimental results show that the proposed technique is very
effective in reducing test power.

1 Introduction

One of the major concerns in seeking a reliable test strat-
egy for today’s very large scale integration (VLSI) inte-
grated circuit (IC) is that, an IC’s power dissipation during
testing can be significantly higher than that during normal
operation [8, 13]. This brings the following problems: (i)
the accumulated effect of test power dissipation can gen-
erate elevated test heat that requires more expensive pack-
age or causes permanent damage to the circuit under test
(CUT); (ii) the excessive instantaneous test power dissipa-
tion can result in large voltage drop that causes circuit to
malfunction in test mode only and thus lead to yield loss
[20]. Therefore, reducing power consumption has become
an important objective of today’s test development process.

Most of the prior research in low power testing has been fo-
cused on scan-based circuits as full-scan is the most widely
adopted test strategy in the industry. In a full-scan circuit,
all the internal flip-flops (FFs) are replaced by scan-FFs and
operate in two modes during test: shift mode and capture
mode. In shift mode, scan-FFs form scan chains, through
which test stimuli/responses can be shifted in/out so that
we are able to control/observe all the internal memory el-
ements. In capture mode, scan-FFs operate as functional
FFs such that the test stimuli are applied to the combina-
tional portion of the circuit and the test responses are stored
into these FFs themselves in the next clock cycle. It is pos-
sible that the test power consumption exceeds the circuit’s
power rating in both shift mode and capture mode. Tech-
niques based on scan chain manipulation (e.g, [1, 2, 16, 26])
are very effective in reducing scan shift power, but does not
help in reducing scan capture power. There are also some
other approaches that reduce the switching activities of the
CUT by taking advantage of the ‘don’t-care’ bits in test
cubes, e.g., the low-power automatic test pattern generation
(ATPG) techniques in [6, 22] and the test vector manipu-
lation methodologies in [7, 15, 17, 25]. Some of them are
able to reduce scan shift power while the others are helpful
in reducing scan capture power.

Even after applying the above techniques, it is possible that
there remains some patterns that exceed the circuit’s power
rating if the CUT is large. One of the solutions in such
cases is to rerun low power ATPG for the faults that were
detected by those problematic patterns [19, 23]. However,
even if such ATPG tools are available, they generally result
in larger test data volume and are computationally expen-
sive. Another solution is to partition the original circuit into
multiple subcircuits and test them separately through clock
gating [9]. This not only significantly reduces the power
consumed in the logic part, but also reduces the power con-
sumed in clock tree, which is a major contributor to test
power consumption [14]. Partitioning the circuit for test,
however, usually involves rerunning the time-consuming
ATPG process for the partitioned subcircuits and solving
the problem of how to achieve an acceptable fault cover-
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Figure 1. Circuit partitioning for test power reduction.

age for the glue logic between subcircuits. An interesting
question is whether partitioning for test can be conducted
without the above-mentioned shortcomings?

To tackle the above problem, in this paper, we propose
a pattern-directed “virtual” partitioning technique1 that ex-
ploits given test patterns to optimally direct the partition-
ing process (for test only), such that the patterns with high
power dissipation can be applied within a partition to reduce
test power without fault coverage loss while all the rest of
the faults are covered by low-power test patterns applied
at the entire circuit level (i.e., not partitioned). Since scan
chains are built within each partitioned subcircuits, the par-
titioning strategy has implications on the scan chain routing
cost, which has also been taken into account during the par-
titioning process. Please note that the proposed methodol-
ogy can be applied at the core level and is hence compat-
ible with the various test scheduling techniques presented
in the literature (e.g., [5, 11, 27]), which involves schedul-
ing groups of cores to be tested at different time in order to
meet given power constraints.

The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows.
Section 2 gives the preliminaries and formulates the prob-
lem that we address in this paper. The proposed pattern-
directed circuit virtual partitioning algorithms are detailed
in Section 3. Next, Section 4 takes scan chain routing cost
into consideration during the partitioning process. Experi-
mental results on several ISCAS’89 and ITC’99 benchmark
circuits are shown in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes
this paper.

1The “virtual” here means that no extra design for test (DFT) logic need
to be placed between the partitioned subcircuits and not all test patterns are
applied to the partitioned subcircuits.

2 Preliminaries and Problem Formulation

There are numerous options to partition the circuits into
roughly-equal sized subcircuits. The traditional method is
to partition the circuit based on its logic function and/or
layout position. After the circuit is partitioned (say, into
two subcircuits P1 and P2), in addition to properly testing
the subcircuits, it is also important to achieve an accept-
able fault coverage for the glue logic between P1 and P2.
One way to do this is to add wrappers to the two subcircuits
and test the glue logic using boundary scan external test, as
shown in Fig. 1(a). Testing glue logic in this manner usu-
ally does not exceed the circuit’s power constraint as only
the wrapper cells and the glue logic need to be enabled (i.e.,
the internal logics of the partitioned subcircuits can be kept
quiescent). However, this method requires extra design ef-
forts and usually leads to nontrivial timing/area overhead to
the design.
In the above partitioning methodology, all the test patterns

are applied with reduced power consumption (i.e., applied
for a subcircuit or for the glue logic only). This is, however,
unnecessary because the power consumptions for a CUT’s
test patterns generally vary significantly. For those patterns
with their test power consumptions within the CUT’s power
rating, it is safe to apply them at the entire circuit level.
Only those test patterns with high-power dissipation need
to be applied within a partitioned subcircuit. As a result,
without introducing wrappers, we can divide the entire test
process into two test sessions: (i) the session with only one
subcircuit’s internal flip-flops enabled in test mode while
the other partition is disabled through clock gating to re-
duce test power, in which we test the internal faults in the
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partitioned subcircuits and (ii) the session with the flip-flops
in multiple subcircuits enabled in test mode to test the rest
of the faults, including the ones in glue logic.

Oftentimes only a few bits in a test pattern are essential to
detect all the faults covered by it, denoted as “care-bits” of
the pattern. Therefore, as long as the partitioned subcircuits
contain all the “care-bits” of the high-power test patterns
applied in the first test session, there is no fault coverage
loss for the proposed methodology. Consider an example
circuit containing 100 flip-flops with two test patterns vio-
lating its power rating and suppose one of them is able to
detect all faults that are covered by this pattern by using the
first 30 flip-flops only; while the other pattern can be ap-
plied with the last 40 flip-flops only without fault coverage
loss, then only when applying the two high-power test pat-
terns we can treat the circuit as two partitioned subcircuits
(say, one contains the first 50 flip-flops while the other con-
tains the other 50 flip-flops) and disable one of them during
test application to save test power. For the other 98 test pat-
terns, we simply apply them at the entire circuit level and
they are able to cover all the rest of the faults (including the
ones between the two partitioned subcircuits).

While the proposed test application scheme seems to be
similar to the one in [18] that reduces test power by dis-
abling some scan chains for certain test patterns, the moti-
vations behind the two problems and the methodologies are
significantly different. In [18], the scan chains in the CUT
are similarly divided into two sets (say, set A and set B), but
unlike the proposed approach in this paper, only set B is dis-
abled from time to time during test application while set A
operates normally all the time. In addition, [18] divides the
CUT during the ATPG process, while the proposed method
starts with given test patterns. In addition to the above, per-
haps the most important difference between our approach
and the one in [18] is that [18] does not take the power con-
sumption of the test pattern into consideration and it is very
likely that the high-power patterns are applied with both sets
of scan chains enabled and hence the CUT’s power rating
can be violated.

We mainly consider scan capture power during the parti-
tioning process because the excessive scan shift power prob-
lem can still be dealt with scan chain reordering techniques
(e.g., [4, 10]) and/or using lower scan shift frequencies af-
ter partitioning (at the cost of longer testing time), while
the scan capture power is determined once the partitions are
fixed. At the same time, for at-speed testing, problems are
more likely to arise during scan capture than during scan
shift due to the higher capture frequency [3]. Moreover,
partitioning the circuit into two roughly-equal sized subcir-
cuits and shifting test patterns to them at different time (if
necessary) are able to reduce the scan shift power signifi-
cantly as well.

To apply the above proposed session-based test strategy,
the only hardware modification is to let the CUT be able to
enable only one partition during the first test session. As
shown in Fig. 1(b), two additional input signals EnableP1

and EnableP2 (controlled by the external tester) are intro-
duced, which are used to clock gating the two subcircuits
when they are deactivated. In the CUT’s first test session,
only one of the signals is set as logic ‘1’ during the scan cap-
ture phase to save test power; while in the second test ses-
sion both signals are activated to capture the test responses
at the entire circuit level.

For the testing time penalty with the above session-based
test strategy, the two subcircuits can be shifted concurrently
at an appropriate frequency so that the circuit’s average
power constraint is not violated. Therefore, only one or two
capture cycles (depending on whether it is stuck-at test or
delay test) are increased for each test pattern in the second
test session.

We assume given test sets with all bits specified for full-
scanned circuits in this paper, which has been generated ei-
ther directly from ATPG tools or by applying various kinds
of X-filling techniques on test cubes (e.g., random filling
or low-power filling as shown in [17, 25]) after ATPG. The
pattern-directed circuit virtual partitioning problem consid-
ered in this paper is formulated in the following:

Problem Ppar: Given test sets with all bits specified, par-
tition the CUT into roughly equal-sized subcircuits to re-
duce the circuit’s maximum scan capture power consump-
tion as much as possible without regenerating test patterns
and without fault coverage loss.

For the sake of simplicity, we discuss how to partition the
CUT into two subcircuits only in this paper. The proposed
approach, however, can be easily extended to support parti-
tioning the circuit into any number of subcircuits.

3 Pattern-Directed Partitioning

For a particular high-power problematic pattern, as long as
all its care-bits in both the stimulus and the response are
put into the same partitioned subcircuits, then this test pat-
tern can be applied within that partition with less test power
and at the same time without loss of fault coverage. Based
on the above observation, the original problem Ppar can
be translated into how to partition the circuit such that the
“care-bits” of as many as possible high-power patterns be-
long to a single partition.

We can model this problem as a hypergraph partitioning
problem with each vertex corresponding to a scan-FF and
hyperedges corresponding to the high-power problematic
test patterns are added by connecting their care bits (ver-
tices). Our objective is to partition the circuit into roughly
equal-sized subcircuits without any hyperedge cuts (a hy-
peredge cut means that the corresponding pattern cannot be
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Figure 2. Design flow for pattern-directed cir-
cuit virtual partitioning.

applied within a partitioned subcircuit without fault cov-
erage loss). Hypergraph partitioning problem is a well-
researched problem and it is possible to use public tools
(e.g., the hMetis package [21]) to solve our problem. How-
ever, because we need to add the hyperedges to the hyper-
graph first before running the hypergraph partitioning pro-
cedure, determining the maximum number of hyperedges
added to the hypergraph that results in no hyperedge cut
in this manner is a “try-and-error” process. Therefore, we
propose a more efficient and effective heuristic by taking
the specific characteristics of our problem into account. The
basic idea is based on the following observation: if the care-
bits of two test patterns have intersection, all their care-bits
have to be put in the same partitioned subcircuit. Therefore,
instead of partitioning the circuit as a whole, the proposed
heuristic processes the high-power test patterns one by one
and iteratively groups their care-bits until a pre-defined par-
titioning constraint is violated.

The proposed design flow for this problem is shown in
Fig. 2. We first rank the test patterns based on their scan
capture power values, which can be obtained from power
simulation or calculated according to a scan capture power
model. For the sake of simplicity, in this paper, we select to
use the scan capture transition count of the test patterns2 as
the mechanism to rank these test patterns.

In order to effectively apply more high-power patterns
within a single partition, we would like to let the high-power
patterns to have as few care-bits as possible. Therefore, if
a fault is detected by multiple test patterns, we will let the
test pattern with the lowest scan capture power to cover it

2The scan capture transition count of a test pattern is defined as the total
number of transitions of all circuit nodes in scan capture mode, including
both FFs and combinational gates.

Algorithm 1 - IdentifyCareBits

INPUT: v, Cexisting

OUTPUT: Cv, Cexisting

1. Initialize Cv = /0;
2. for every f detected by v {
3. Identify Cr for f ;
4. for ci ∈Cr {
5. Cs i = LimitedImplication(ci, f );
6. Cf i = Cs i

⋃{ci};
7. costi = |Cf i

⋃
Cv

⋃
Cexisting|;

8. Cf = mincost i{Cf i};
. }
9. Cv = Cv

⋃
Cf ;

. }
10. Cexisting = Cexisting

⋃
Cv;

11. return Cv, Cexisting;

Figure 3. Procedure for identifying care-bits
of a test pattern.

(we do not consider N-detect here for the sake of simplic-
ity in discussion). This is done by running fault simulation
for the test patterns in a non-decreasing scan capture power
order (i.e., the pattern with the lowest scan capture power
first). After this step, we guarantee that every pattern only
detects faults that are not covered by patterns with lower
scan capture power.

Next, we mark the care-bits of the test patterns in a reverse
order (i.e., the pattern with the highest scan capture power
first). The procedure for this task is shown in Fig. 3, which
takes the currently-processing test vector v and the care bits
that have already been marked by previous-processed pat-
terns Cexisting as inputs and outputs Cv, the care-bits of v and
updates Cexisting after applying v. After initializing Cv (Line
1), for every fault f that is detected by pattern v, its test
response care-bits Cr are first identified, which are the bits
that differentiate the correct response from the erroneous
one (Line 3). We are able to detect a fault as long as one bit
of the test response is different from the correct one. There-
fore, when multiple bits are different for a particular fault
(i.e., |Cr| > 1), we need to pick just one of them as the test
response care-bit for this fault. To find out the best choice,
we iteratively try every ci ∈Cr in the inner loop of the pro-
cedure and select the one with the minimum cost (Lines 4-
8). In each iteration, we first mark the test stimuli care-bits
that activate f , which can be identified by searching the fan-
ins of ci. For stuck-at test or skewed-load test that requires
one capture cycle, we complete this duty by looking at only
the first-level fan-ins of the test response care-bit; while for
broadside test with two capture cycles, we need to look for
its two-levels’ fan-ins. We reuse the “limited implication”
procedure in [12] to obtain the test stimuli care-bits Cs i in
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our fully-specified test pattern v for fault f (Line 5). The
care-bits used to detect fault f with test response care-bit
ci can then be obtained by the aggregation of Cs i and {ci}
(Line 6). As we want to have as few newly-introduced care-
bits as possible after applying test pattern v, Line 7 calcu-
lates the cost of each candidate as the total number of care-
bits when Cf i is introduced. We then select the one with the
minimum cost and add these bits into Cv (Lines 8-9). After
applying the above procedure for every faults detected by v,
the procedure updates the care-bits that are marked by all
processed patterns Cexisting and returns the care-bits Cv for
test pattern v and the updated Cexisting (Lines 10-11).

The maximum number of test response care-bits for
a test vector is the number of faults it needs to detect
(i.e., |Fdetected |), which is usually a small number for the
high-power patterns after conducting the reverse fault sim-
ulation (see Fig. 2). By avoiding to select the care bits in
the test response with a large number of fan-ins, the corre-
sponding test stimuli care-bits can be also limited to a small
number. This lays a solid foundation for us to have as many
as possible test patterns to be applied within a partitioned
subcircuit, as discussed in the following paragraphs.

As shown in Fig. 4, the procedure IterativePartition takes
the given test patterns Patternset and the size difference con-
straint for the two partitioned subcircuits dsize (in percent-
age) as inputs and outputs the partitioned subcircuits P1 and
P2. Line 1 sorts Patternset in non-increasing test power or-
der (based on scan capture transitions here). Next, in Line
2, we calculate the maximum allowed size of a partitioned
subcircuit Sizemax based on the size difference constraint
dsize, which equals the total number of scan-FFs NFF di-
vided by 2 + dsize. Next, we initialize the care-bits groups
and Cexisting before further processing (Lines 3-4). Inside
the loop (Lines 5-17), we work on the highest unprocessed
pattern patternmax in each iteration. Line 6 sets a tempo-
rary care-bit group Ptemp to be the care-bits of patternmax,
identified using the procedure shown in Fig. 3. Next, we
search all the existing care-bits groups to find out whether
they have intersection with Ptemp. If they do, all of them
need to be merged with Ptemp so that these test patterns can
be applied in the same partitioned subcircuit (Lines 7-9). If
the size of Ptemp is smaller than the maximum allowed size
Sizemax after this merging process, we shall update the care-
bits groups (Line 11). Otherwise, we are not able to apply
this pattern within a partition and the procedure needs to
generate the partitioned subcircuits P1 and P2 and terminates
(Lines 12-17), in which the maximum care-bits group is set
as P1 in the beginning (Line 12) and the rest of the care-
bits groups are merged together to form P2 (Lines 13-15).
There might be still some scan-FFs that are not assigned to
any partition. They are then evenly distributed to P1 and
P2 in Line 16. Finally, the procedure returns P1 and P2, the
roughly-equal sized subcircuits after partitioning.

Algorithm 2 - IterativePartition

INPUT: Patternset , dsize

OUTPUT: P1, P2

1. Sort Patternset in non-increasing power order;
2. Calculate Sizemax = � NFF

2+dsize
�;

3. Initialize Ngroups = 1; Pgroup 1 = /0;
4. Initialize Cexisting = /0;
5. for unprocessed patternmax ∈ Patternset {
6. Ptemp = Identi f yCareBits(patternmax,Cexisting);
7. for i from 1 to Ngroups {
8. if (Ptemp

⋂
Pgroup i �= /0) {

9. Ptemp = Ptemp
⋃

Pgroup i;
. }
. }
10. if (|Ptemp| < Sizemax) {
11. update Pgroups,Ngroups;
. } else {
12. P1 = max{Pgroups};
13. for i from 1 to Ngroups {
14. if (Pgroup i �= P1) {
15. P2 =

⋃
i Pgroup i;

. }

. }
16. Distribute unassigned scan-FFs and update P1, P2;
17. break;
. }
. }
18. return P1, P2;

Figure 4. Procedure for pattern-directed cir-
cuit virtual partitioning.

4 Routing-Aware Partitioning

As scan chains are built within partitioned subcircuits, how
to partition the CUT has a significant impact on the scan
chain routing cost. In this section, we take this cost fac-
tor into consideration and revise the heuristics shown in the
previous section to be routing-aware.

First of all, when identifying care-bits for a test pattern,
we should take care not to let the care bits spread all over
the CUT. We model the spreadness of a set of care-bits Cset

(denoted as Sset) as the sum of the Euclidian distance from
the position of every care bit ci ∈ Cset , Pi = (xi,yi), to the
mid point position of Cset , calculated as Pm = ( ∑i xi

|Cset | ,
∑i yi
|Cset | ).

That is, Sset = ∑i distance(Pi,Pm). We then revise the cost
function used in procedure Identi f yCareBits as follows:

costi = w×|Cf i

⋃
Cv

⋃
Cexisting|+SCv∪Cf i (1)

, in which SCset∪Cf i denotes the spreadness of the current
care-bits of the test vector and w is a weighting factor to
scale the two cost terms to be in similar range.
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We should also consider scan chain routing cost when
grouping the care-bits of different test patterns during the
iterative partitioning process. That is, we would like the
scan-FFs within the partitioned subcircuits to be physically
adjacent. From this perspective, it is preferable that the
CUT are partitioned either horizontally (i.e., divided into
left and right region) or vertically (i.e., divided into top and
bottom region) so that the two subcircuits are clustered at
different side. We try to distribute the care-bits in both man-
ners and select the one with smaller routing cost, which is
modeled to be the sum of the distance from those care-bits
that do not belong to the physical region it is assigned to
the middle line of the CUT. For example, suppose one test
pattern contains four care-bits as illustrated in Fig. 5, if
the care-bits of the CUT are to be distributed in a horizon-
tal manner, then this test pattern should be assigned to the
left region and the cost of the distribution is sum of the dis-
tance from c to line V and the one from d to line V , which
equals (130− 125)+ (150− 125) = 30; if the care-bits of
the CUT are to be distributed in a vertical manner, however,
then this test pattern should be assigned to the bottom re-
gion and the cost of the distribution is the distance from d
to line H, which equals 180− 110 = 70. Therefore, if cur-
rently there is only this single care-bits group, we should
select to use horizontal distribution.

The routing-aware procedure RA − IterativePartition is
shown in Fig. 6. Compared to the original heuristic in Fig.
4, it takes an additional input, a user-defined routing con-
straint Rconstraint (representing the total scan chain length),
and functions differently starting from Line 10, which ini-
tializes the routing cost to be the routing constraint be-
fore the following loop that distributes care-bits (Lines 11-
18). Both horizontal and vertical distribution manners (i.e.,
Rscheme) are tried in this loop and the one with the mini-
mum cost without violating the partition size constraint is
selected. At first, Line 12 generates the two temporary
partitions P1 t and P2 t with the new care-bits group Ptemp

according to the current distribution manner. The proce-
dure will break the loop and try the other distribution man-

Algorithm 3 - RA-IterativePartition

INPUT: Patternset , dsize, Rconstraint

OUTPUT: P1, P2

1. Sort Patternset in non-increasing power order;
2. Calculate Sizemax = � NFF

2+dsize
�;

3. Initialize Ngroups = 1; Pgroup 1 = /0;
4. Initialize Cexisting = /0;
5. for patternmax ∈ Patternset {
6. Ptemp = Identi f yCareBits(patternmax,Cexisting);
7. for i from 1 to Ngroups {
8. if (Ptemp

⋂
Pgroup i �= /0) {

9. Ptemp = Ptemp
⋃

Pgroup i;
. }
. }
10. Initialize Rcost = Rconstraint ;
11. for Rscheme ∈ {HORIZONTAL,V ERT ICAL} {
12. Generate P1 t and P2 t based on Rscheme;
13. if (|P1 t | > Sizemax OR |P2 t | > Sizemax) continue;
14. calculate Rnew;
15. if (Rnew ≤ Rcost) {
16. Rcost = Rnew;
17. update Pgroups, Ngroups;
18. P1 = P1 t ; P2 = P2 t ;
. }
. }
19. if (P1 and P2 do not change in this iteration) {
20. Distribute unassigned scan-FFs based on Rscheme;
21. update P1 and P2;
22. break;
. }
. }
23. return P1, P2;

Figure 6. Procedure for routing-aware
pattern-directed circuit virtual partitioning.

ner if the current one violates the size constraint (Line 13).
Next we calculate the distribution cost as discussed in the
above paragraph in Line 14, and if it is not larger than
Rconstraint , we select the distribution with smaller cost and
update Pgroups, Ngroups, P1 and P2 (Lines 15-18). Once we
hit the condition that both P1 and P2 do not change when try-
ing to group the care-bits of the current pattern (Line 19), it
means the current pattern needs to be applied at the entire
circuit level and there is no need to try the rest of the low-
power patterns. We hence distribute the unassigned scan-
FFs based on the selected routing scheme, update P1 and P2

and then terminate the loop (Lines 20-22). Finally, Line 23
returns the two partitioned subcircuits.

By considering scan chain routing cost during both care-
bits selection and iterative partitioning processes, the total
scan chain length is expected to be significantly reduced.
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NPI : Number of primary inputs; NPO: Number of primary outputs; NFF : Number of flip-flops; Nv: Number of test vectors;
Pct : Maximum scan capture transitions of the original circuit; lorig: Scan chain length of the original circuit; NFF P1: Number of flip-flops in subcircuit P1;
NFF P2: Number of flip-flops in subcircuit P2; Nv part : Number of test patterns that can be applied within a partitioned subcircuit;
Pct part : Maximum scan capture transitions after partitioning; lpart : Scan chain length after partitioning;

∆Nv part = Nv part
Nv

×100%; ∆Pct part = Pct part
Pct

×100%; ∆lpart = lpart
lorig

×100%; Trun(s): Computational time;

Circuit NPI NPO NFF Nv Pct lorig (µm) NFF P1 NFF P2 Nv part ∆Nv part (%) Pct part ∆Pct part (%) lpart (µm) ∆lpart (%) Trun(s)
s9234 36 39 211 148 1321 6298.42 106 105 46 31.08 560 42.39 8102.82 128.65 1.27
s13207 62 152 638 242 1162 15175.82 322 316 75 30.99 519 44.66 21480.14 141.54 8.23
s15850 77 150 534 125 1972 13128.5 267 267 34 27.20 1004 50.91 22859.98 174.12 8.24
s35932 35 320 1728 16 12999 42984.48 884 844 6 37.50 7792 59.94 53029.68 123.37 12.57
s38417 28 106 1636 165 1537 39210.6 818 818 65 39.39 592 38.52 55920.48 142.62 50.31
s38584 38 304 1426 169 4983 43449.12 724 702 63 37.28 2192 43.99 62935.62 144.85 47.06

b17 37 97 1415 2421 3006 34357.40 710 705 293 12.10 1720 57.22 48161.95 140.18 84.29
b18 37 23 3320 4659 15990 92570.94 1661 1659 686 14.72 8857 55.39 121282.7 131.02 161.36

average 28.78 49.13 142.52

Table 1. Experimental results for stuck-at tests without considering scan chain routing cost.

Circuit NPI NPO NFF Nv Pct lorig (µm) NFF P1 NFF P2 Nv part ∆Nv part (%) Pct part ∆Pct part (%) lpart (µm) ∆lpart (%) Trun(s)
s9234 36 39 211 148 1321 6298.42 105 106 32 21.62 642 48.60 6519.48 103.51 1.12
s13207 62 152 638 242 1162 15175.82 319 319 50 20.66 559 48.11 17722.52 116.78 9.29
s15850 77 150 534 125 1972 13128.5 267 267 31 24.80 1094 55.48 14533.20 110.69 8.45
s35932 35 320 1728 16 12999 42984.48 864 864 4 25.00 9161 70.47 43307.22 100.75 13.28
s38417 28 106 1636 165 1537 39210.6 818 818 42 25.45 711 46.26 44542.08 113.60 54.34
s38584 38 304 1426 169 4983 43449.12 713 713 25 14.79 3419 68.61 48506.48 111.64 48.87

b17 37 97 1415 2421 3006 34357.40 707 708 187 7.72 1910 63.54 38817.90 112.98 87.11
b18 37 23 3320 4659 15990 92570.94 1660 1660 509 10.93 9640 60.29 99074.14 107.03 162.8

average 18.87 57.67 109.62

Table 2. Experimental results for stuck-at tests when considering scan chain routing cost.

Circuit NPI NPO NFF Nv Pct lorig (µm) NFF P1 NFF P2 Nv part ∆Nv part (%) Pct part ∆Pct part (%) lpart (µm) ∆lpart (%) Trun(s)
s9234 36 39 211 355 3215 6298.42 107 104 79 22.25 1921 59.75 8777.34 139.36 2.53
s13207 62 152 638 342 3378 15175.82 320 318 82 23.98 2056 60.86 23235.96 153.11 10.17
s15850 77 150 534 227 3583 13128.5 267 267 57 25.11 1996 55.71 20680.22 157.52 9.00
s35932 35 320 1728 79 19353 42984.48 864 864 11 13.92 11826 61.11 57361.26 133.45 18.91
s38417 28 106 1636 227 11102 39210.6 818 818 49 21.59 7811 70.36 52344.16 133.49 26.93
s38584 38 304 1426 428 10202 43449.12 724 702 16 3.74 7578 74.28 62408.5 143.64 21.66

b17 37 97 1415 1762 3968 34357.40 707 708 387 21.96 5298 66.76 44686.84 130.10 142.95
b18 37 23 3320 1037 18648 92570.94 1660 1660 173 16.68 11168 59.89 132083.60 142.78 168.2

average 18.65 63.59 141.68

Table 3. Experimental results for broad-side tests without considering scan chain routing cost.

Circuit NPI NPO NFF Nv Pct lorig (µm) NFF P1 NFF P2 Nv part ∆Nv part (%) Pct part ∆Pct part (%) lpart (µm) ∆lpart (%) Trun(s)
s9234 36 39 211 355 3215 6298.42 106 105 52 14.65 2021 62.86 6424.22 110.00 2.77
s13207 62 152 638 342 3378 15175.82 319 319 55 16.08 2370 70.16 16510.34 108.80 11.19
s15850 77 150 534 227 3583 13128.5 267 267 41 18.06 2227 62.15 15487.34 117.97 9.26
s35932 35 320 1728 79 19353 42984.48 864 864 9 11.39 12006 62.04 47392.84 110.26 19.98
s38417 28 106 1636 227 11102 39210.6 818 818 27 11.89 8043 72.45 47131.92 120.20 27.34
s38584 38 304 1426 428 10202 43449.12 713 713 11 2.57 7876 77.20 47829.1 110.08 23.11

b17 37 97 1415 1762 3968 34357.40 707 708 280 15.89 5609 70.68 36712.12 106.85 146.34
b18 37 23 3320 1037 18648 92570.94 1660 1660 144 13.89 12804 68.66 107751.16 116.40 173.11

average 13.05 68.28 112.57

Table 4. Experimental results for broad-side tests when considering scan chain routing cost.

5 Experimental Results

To analyze the effectiveness of the proposed solution, ex-
periments are carried out for several ISCAS’89 benchmark
circuits and two big ITC’99 benchmark circuits. For IS-

CAS’89 circuits, the fully-specified test patterns used in our
experiments are the low-capture-power patterns in [24] (for
stuck-at tests) and [25] (for broad-side delay tests); while
for ITC’99 circuits, they are generated with a commercial
ATPG tool. In addition, we generate the scan cell placement
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with a commercial physical design tool and make use of the
algorithms in [2] to route our scan chains for scan chain
routing cost comparison. Finally, the size difference con-
straint dsize for the partitioned subcircuits is set to be 15% in
our experiments; while the weighting factor w in Eq. 1 is set
as 200 to match the two cost factors. Since no other tech-
niques targeting scan capture power reduction starts with
fully-specified test patterns, the experimental results is com-
pared with the original unpartitioned circuit only.

Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 show the experimental results of
our pattern-directed circuit partitioning algorithm with and
without considering scan chain routing cost, for stuck-
at faults and broad-side transition faults, respectively, in
which NPI , NPO, NFF , Nv, Pct , and lorig denote the num-
ber of primary inputs, the number of primary outputs,
the number of flip-flops, the number of test vectors, the
maximum scan capture transitions for the original circuit,
and the scan chain length for the original circuit, respec-
tively. NFF P1 and NFF P2 are the number of flip-flops in
the two subcircuits P1 and P2 after virtual partitioning.
Nv part , Pct part and lpart are the number of test patterns that
can be applied within a partitioned subcircuit, the maxi-
mum scan capture transitions after partitioning and the total
scan chain length after partitioning, respectively. ∆Nv part ,

∆Pct part and ∆lpart are computed as ∆Nv part = Nv part
Nv

×
100%, ∆Pct part = Pct part

Pct
×100% and ∆lpart = lpart

lorig
×100%,

respectively. Finally, Trun(s) represents the computational
time spent on the proposed iterative partitioning algorithm
(including the care-bits selection procedure) using a Sun
Blade 1000 workstation with 1GB memory, from which
we can observe they are quite small even for the two large
ITC’99 circuits.

As can be observed from Tables 1, for stuck-at faults, with-
out considering scan chain routing cost, in average the pro-
posed partitioning strategy is able to apply about 29 percent
of high-power patterns within a partitioned subcircuit, and
the number of scan capture transitions after partitioning is
only about half of that of the original circuit (less than 40%
for s38417). When considering scan chain routing cost, as
shown in Table 2 the number of high-power patterns that can
be applied within a subcircuit is reduced to be about 19% in
average, but the scan capture transitions can still be kept less
than 60% of that of the original circuit. For broadside tests,
as we need to search two level fan-ins when identifying test
stimuli care-bits, the number of care-bits for each test pat-
tern is usually higher when compared to the one for stuck-at
tests. As a result, the percentage of broadside patterns that
are able to be applied within a partition is smaller, which is
around 13% for the case that considers scan chain routing
cost or is close to 19% without considering scan chain rout-
ing cost in average. The number of scan capture transitions
after partitioning is less than 70% of that of the original cir-

cuit in both cases, which is still a significant improvement.
From Tables 3 and 4, we can also observe that less than
4% of the broad-side patterns can be applied within a par-
titioned subcircuit for s38584. This is mainly because the
high-power patterns in this particular circuit have a large
number of care-bits even after applying reverse fault simu-
lation in our design flow. However, at the same time, be-
cause these few problematic patterns have much larger scan
capture transitions when compared to the other low-power
patterns, we are still able to achieve around 25% test power
reduction for s38584 in both cases.
Although the proposed pattern-directed circuit virtual par-

titioning technique does not require to rerun ATPG and add
test wrappers to ensure no fault coverage loss, it is not en-
tirely cost-free, especially from the scan routing cost point
of view. To compare the scan chain length before and after
partitioning, we use the routing-constrained scan chain de-
sign algorithm in [2], which first divides the circuit into sev-
eral sub-regions and routes them separately and then con-
nect them in a “snake-like” way. We assume there exist two
scan chains for the original circuit and each partitioned sub-
circuit contains a single scan chain. It can be observed from
Tables 1-4 that, when compared to the unpartitioned circuit,
in average the total scan chain length is incremented for
about 40% using the proposed IterativePartition algorithm
without considering scan routing cost; while for the routing-
aware algorithm RA − IterativePartition, it increases for
only about 10%. Figures 7 and 8 compare the scan chain
designs of s38417 for stuck-at tests and s38584 for broad-
side tests. As can be observed from these figures, when con-
sidering scan routing cost during virtual partitioning, most
of the scan-FFs belonging to the same partitioned subcircuit
are clustered in the same physical region, which effectively
reduces the total scan chain length.

6 Conclusion

Partitioning the circuit into multiple subcircuits and test
them separately is an effective technique to reduce test
power consumption. In this paper, we propose to utilize the
available test patterns to direct the circuit partitioning pro-
cess, in such way that the faults in the glue logic between
subcircuits are detected by patterns with low power dissi-
pation applied at the entire circuit level, while the patterns
with high power dissipation are applied within a partitioned
subcircuit without loss of fault coverage. Since scan chains
need to be built within partitioned subcircuits, we have also
demonstrated how to effectively consider scan chain routing
cost during the partitioning process. Experimental results
on benchmark circuits show that the proposed technique is
able to reduce the scan capture transitions significantly for
both stuck-at tests and broadside delay tests at an acceptable
DFT cost.
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(a) with the IterativePartition algorithm (b) with the RA− IterativePartition algorithm

Figure 7. Comparison of the scan chain routing for stuck-at tests of s38417.

(a) with the IterativePartition algorithm (b) with the RA− IterativePartition algorithm

Figure 8. Comparison of the scan chain routing for broad-side tests of s38584.
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